
We continue to live in a changing world. How many 
of us would have imagined the events we have seen 
worldwide in 2017 so far.

A Green Paper was published in January by  
Greg Clarke Secretary of State for Business, Energy  
and Industrial Strategy, proposing strategies for  
building the strength of industry in the UK. Our past, 
current and future Research Engineers contribute to  
UK PLC and we continue to invest in them through 
cohort training scientifically and personally.

As we approach the next intake of students we invite 
our sponsors, current and new, to discuss any research 

needs they have in order to agree proposals and 
achieve on time recruitment.

Enjoy the summer, and we look forward to welcoming 
you to our annual conference in September.

Noelle
Manager, EPSRC CDT in MiNMaT

Graduation April 2017
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Congratulations to our graduates at the April  
2017 graduation
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This year we saw 12 Research Engineers officially graduate on  
7th April 2017 including;

1. Diana Duarte now working at M-Solv

2.  Duale Mahdi now living and working in 

Australia

3.  Emily Whitworth working at Pall Europe

4.  Maria Cann working at M-Solv

5.  Martyn Staff working at AWE

6. Nick Brown working at McLaren Racing

7.   Sion Richards working at STFC

 8. Tom Williams at  

  Morgan Advanced Materials

 9. Vimal Gopee at NPL

 10.   Chris White at GKN Aerospace

 11.   Andew Wilson at TWI

 12.   Farai Carter at  

  Centre for Process Innovation

Left to right;  
Tom Williams, Duale Mahdi, Nick Brown, Vimal Gopee, Sion Richards, Chris White, Martyn Staff, Diana Duarte, Andrew Wilson,  
Maria Cann, Farai Carter, Emily Whitworth.
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Institute of Leadership & Management Awards

           

Left to right;  
2013 cohort: Michael Rix, David Williams, Christos Melios, Robin Adey-Johnson, Harry Cronin. Dimitrios Fantanas was not able to attend.

On Tuesday 11th April a celebration was held to award our first graduating cohort with their ILM 
certificates for successfully completing the Level 3 Development Programme in First Line Management.

All EngD Research Engineers participate in this course as a core element of the programme.

There are 5 elements that are completed over the duration of the course;

• Project Management    • Self Management
• People Management    • Delivering Improvement
       • Final Assignment Task

First year students participating in Project Management



West Surrey Materials Society
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For those who are relatively new to the 
CDT and haven’t seen an update from me 
before, the West Surrey Materials Society is 
a local branch of the IoM3 and we organise 
an annual programme of evening lectures 
across the whole field of Materials Science 
and Engineering. In the last year this included 
a high profile talk from Abbie Hutty from 
Airbus Defence and Space, talking about the 
materials used in the ExoMars Rover. Abbie 
has previously been named IMechE’s Young 
Member of the Year, IET’s Young Woman 
Engineer of the Year, and “Rising Star 2014“ 
by the Royal Academy of Engineering: it 
was obvious to see how she’s achieved this, 
and I hope that the Research Engineers who 
attended the talk were inspired as much by 
her authoritative delivery of her talk (and 
treatment of difficult questions!) as by the 
content. Whilst not specifically affiliated to 
the University, the WSMS has a long standing 
association with Surrey, and we look to support 
the CDT and Materials more widely where we 
can, especially through the University’s student 
society. We’ve been very pleased to start a ‘3 
Minute Thesis Competition’, which has been 
widely supported by the general public. This 
has included recruiting judges from a number 
of different backgrounds with our most high 
profile judge being the Mayor of Guildford in 
2015. The WSMS also holds a local heat of the 
Young Person’s Lecture Competition, which 
is sponsored by the Worshipful Company of 
Armourers and Braisers, one of the ancient 
livery companies of London. We’ve had a 
number of research engineers have a go at 
this over the years, and some of these have 
done incredibly well. Our most notable shared 
success was Maria Cann who won the UK 
final and went to the International Final. She 
wasn’t going to enter, but got the confidence 
to do so having won the Three Minute Thesis 
Competition. This year’s WSMS winner was 
Emma Ryan, and whilst she missed out on a 
place in the final, she has also been taking part 

in “I’m an engineer, get me out of here” and 
won that. One of the key aspects of the EngD 
is communication so I would encourage all 
EngDs to have a go at these events – you’ve 
got to be in it to win it, and of course that 
doesn’t just mean cash prizes, but also the 
experience whether or not you win or lose.

The WSMS is your society. Do let me know if 
you have any special requests for talks, or if 
there is anything that you think could be done 
better. If you have a few hours a month to 
spare then we would be delighted if you would 
consider helping out – many hands make light 
work and your support would be valued. Other 
opportunities you might want to consider are 
the Younger Members’ Committee and the 
committees of the Technical Divisions within 
the IoM3.

Dr David Jesson
WSMS chair
EngD supervisor 
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Annual Conference Reminder

            

I had an incredibly fun time taking part in I’m an 
Engineer and I hope that everyone else involved 
did too, from the moderators to the other 
engineers taking part to (most importantly) 
the students. One of the reasons I enjoyed 
the experience was, of course, the wonderful 
students and all of their fantastic questions. 
I’m not sure I’ve ever talked so much about 
Lego in all my life! I had to really think about 
my work and why I enjoy doing it, which has 
further enthused me in my research. I would 
recommend I’m an Engineer to anyone that 
would like to make a difference, encourage 
STEM subjects, talk about their work and have 
a very fun couple of weeks talking to students 
about anything from if they like Cheese Puffs to 
which Hogwarts House they’d be in to why they 
chose to do engineering in the first place. I am 
going to use the £500 prize money on Lego and 

Emma Ryan  
talks about her win 

use it to go around schools and explain 
3D printing and all its uses to (hopefully) 
encourage others to enjoy engineering as 
I do.

We look forward to welcoming all 
Academics, Industrialists, Research 
Engineers and Centre Staff to the  
Annual Conference being held on 
Thursday 28th September 2017 at  
the Holiday Inn, Guildford.

An agenda will be issued nearer the time.

Please save the date in your diaries



Formula 1 interview with Dr Nicholas Brown 
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Let me introduce you 
to Dr Nicholas Brown, 
one of the Composite 
Design Engineers at 
McLaren Racing and 
former EngD at the 
University of Surrey. 
It was a real pleasure 
having a conversation 
with him at the 
McLaren Technology 
Centre (MTC) in 

Woking, UK. We covered different topics 
about what is like to work at the top level 
of automotive engineering, including 
some tips for getting where he is now! 

by Ignacio Carranza Guisado  
Research Engineer at McLaren

Can you tell us a bit about your 
background? 

So I did my masters first in engineering 
at Loughborough University; that was 
Aeronautical Engineering. I spent five years 
up there and did a placement year as well. 
So my placement year was with an aerospace 
electronic sort of warfare defense company, 
but I was doing more of the support work 
reliability team and things like that, writing 
general reports… Didn’t really do anything 

fancy, so I came out of there not wanting 
to do that and not really wanting to go on 
a graduate scheme. Then I had a year just 
between jobs and then the EngD came up, 
so I chose to do the EngD that as you know 
is a great opportunity. And then towards the 
end of it I was looking for more job roles and 
one came up at McLaren Racing as a Design 
Engineer, which implied using my composites 
knowledge for a more applied role. There 
are research aspects as well, but it’s mainly 
applying my knowledge. That was about a 
year and a half ago and now I’m still here! It’s 
quite fun! It’s good to apply all the things you 
know. As I said we do research up there but it 
is completely different to the research I did as 
an EngD.

It’s more focus on the solution rather 
than on the reason why something is 
happening, isn’t it?

Exactly, we need to find the answer in a couple 
of days. Sometimes we don’t even know the 
explanation for the solution, we just know it 
works, so okay, let’s use that now and then 
figure out later in case we find the same 
problem again. And usually we don’t have 
time to test every iteration of different things 
like you do on a doctorate where you lock all 
your variables down and change one at a time. 
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We don’t have time, we just have to change 
almost everything and if it works, we don’t 
really know exactly which variable made it work.

This is quite a common question, but I 
know public wants to know what is like 
to work for a prestigious team such as 
McLaren. How is a day in your life?

It can vary quite a lot. It can go from the 
slow days, where we’ve got deadlines for the 
week, to other days where you’ve got five 
or six people calling you at the same time or 
emailing you saying “what’s this?”, “Why are 
we doing this?”, “This has gone wrong, how 
do we fix it?” and yeah, you feel like your 
head is about to explode. So yes, it varies but 
most of the time it’s quite hard pressure, but 
that’s what we enjoy. And you’re working with 
people who have similar working habits so if 
there is a question or there is something you 
need to know the answer to, we walk over 
and speak to them or call them to their desk, 
so things are solved right then, rather than in a 
meeting next week or the week after.

Is it true that in F1 you need to be 
available 24-7? I have heard stories of 
employees having to cancel holidays after 
receiving a phone call at 4am…

Could be. As your responsibilities grow, I think 
you would be. I’ve heard the same stories, 
but I’ve not worked for any 
other team and what I like 
about McLaren is that they 
are quite realistic in terms of 
you’re people and you have a 
life. I’ve never been called at 
4 in the morning… Not yet 
at least! We are expected to 
hit deadlines, so if something 
needs to make the track 
and something needs to be 
designed by the end of the 
day, then you need to get it 
done by the end of the day. 
So some people would stay 
quite late and sometimes 
you can’t help it because it’s 

not through fault of your own, but the design 
has changed, there is more performance to be 
gained.  So you have to sit there and stick to 
the same deadline, but you have to redo all the 
work you’ve just done. So yeah, I don’t think 
it’s as bad as some people say it is, but the 
idea is that you want to help and you want to 
get the car to the track. I’ll come in weekends 
and things like that just to help and check that 
things are going okay.

I’ve heard that you have been involved in 
the design of the front wing of the MCL-
32. Can you tell us, more or less, in which 
parts you have worked on so far?

I started off with some very small diffuser parts 
at the back of the car and then gradually, as 
I gained more responsibility, I moved to more 
components. So at the moment I’ve done 
some of the parts of the front wing, and for 
the rear wing I’ve done the end plates and the 
flap as well. And then we need to do upgrades 
of different components. So yeah, it’s fun. I 
get to see various projects: the front wing ones 
are really complex and the laminate structure 
that we are putting in them to make them 
deform in the right way is a quite complicated 
problem. And then there are other parts of the  
car that represent serious challenges too. Then  
you want to get them right as quick as possible, 
so quite a lot of work is going into that..
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I need to ask this question because a lot 
of people think that being a Formula 1 
engineer involves travelling with the team 
every two weeks: have you ever been to a 
GP?

No, I wish I did. We get free tickets to 
Silverstone, but we don’t get any other races. 
I’m going to testing in Hungary, which is cool 
and I have been to Silverstone for test day but 
I haven’t been to a Grand Prix at all yet ever in 
my life. I wanted to go to Silverstone last year 
but I had something on, then I wanted to go 
this year and I have something on again so… 
maybe next year!

And what about the “Mission Control” 
room? Have you ever been in there?

Yeah! So we had this thing when I first started, 
they asked people to volunteer to help with 
the strategy stuff, so you get to come in for 
all the sessions (practice, qualifying and the 
race). You get to sit in Machine Control, where 
a lot of competitor analysis is done. But yeah, 
you’re generally helping with the guys spotting 
things, looking for things that other teams 
might be doing and so on, which is interesting.

Which type of software do you usually 
use? I guess you are doing CAD modelling, 
but do you do any type of analysis using 
CFD or FEA?

I am a CAD modeller, so I just use CATIA and 
then, obviously, there is the associated stuff 
and that’s why we work with the Stress and 
Aero Engineers. We are all almost working 
at the same time, so we have to very quickly 
speak with each other. We are all involved 
in the loop and it usually takes four or five 
iterations in a day, changing the design, 
receiving feedback from the Stress Engineers 
and so on.

At McLaren Technology Group, they 
encourage employees to get involved 
in STEM activities. For those who don’t 
know what it is, STEM stands for Science, 
Technology, Engineering and Maths. 
Basically, when you join the organization 

you become an ambassador and the “only” 
thing you need to do is promote science 
for young people. Would you recommend 
people to join these kind of activities? For 
example, imagine an undergrad who is an 
STEM ambassador, I reckon that having 
those activities in his CV would look really 
good for future applications, don’t you 
think?

Definitely. I’ve always done it since I started 
university. I wanted to do it because when 
I grew up in the school I hardly knew what 
engineers did and I didn’t know about half 
of the jobs out there that I know now. So I 
wanted to go back and say, look there are all 
these different jobs you can do. I’ve enrolled 
as a STEM Ambassador here. I haven’t done 
anything since I started here, but I’d like to 
go back to schools. Thing is that you can do 
anything to make it fun! Not trick them but 
convince them that engineering is something 
rewarding. Just showing kids that they can be 
interested in that stuff. And then when you 
grow up, the reward as an engineer is making 
something and seeing it built. That’s what I like 
to do and that’s why I love being and engineer. 
Being an engineer here is amazing because 
we can design something and then a week 
later it’s racing on the car. It’s similar to you in 
automotive: the timescale is longer but then 
you’ll see your designs everywhere on the road 
and people will wonder how you made them, 
and you know how they were made.
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Team Day 26 January 2017
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Topics included:
Review of 2016 and shaping 2017  
Delivering on time Doctorates/Doctoral College expectations
The upcoming rebid for EPSRC funding

There were lively round table discussions and exercises on what is going well and suggestions 
on how to improve.

Lunch provided time for networking and catching up with colleagues.

The team day saw Academics, 
Industrialists and Research 
Engineers gather together for open 
discussions and exchange of ideas.
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October 2016 
Mark Minta attended a conference on Corrosion of Hip Replacements - Is it a
Problem? at Imperial College, London

December 2016
Simon Bacon presented a poster at Bruker Annual SPM Conference at the 
University of Cambridge

January 2017
Nathan Cassidy attended the UKSAF Young Researchers Day at the  
University of Brighton

February 2017 
Scott Matthews attended the Uncertainty Quantification in Digital Image 
Correlation at NPL in Teddington

February 2017 
David Stupple made a technical visit to Surface Concept GmbH in Mainz, 
Germany

February 2017
Michael Rix made an Oral Presentation at The Minerals, Metals & Materials 
Society Pan American Congress in San Diego, California

In July 2017
Emily Smith will be heading to the Carbon 2017 conference in Melbourne 
Australia to submit a Poster and an Oral Abstract

Conferences and Seminars

Ignacio Carranza 
Guisado  
participating as a STEM 
ambassador on behalf 
of McLaren at Innovate 
Guildford on  
Saturday 4th March 2017
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Congratulations

Congratulations to 
Sam and Monique

Who became 
engaged on New 
Years Day 2017

             

             
 Our Director  

Prof Rob Dorey 
and his wife Sophie 
welcomed baby 
Alexander on  
17 December 2016

Centre - Professor Robert Dorey Centre Director  
Right - Noelle Hartley Centre Manager, Left - Debbie Carpenter Centre Administrator.

Your CDT Team

Notes from Debbie 
• I have requested that everyone registers with Ian Allan Travel, our new travel provider, if you have not  
 yet done so please put some time in your diary to do this as it can take about 48 hours to activate and  
 all travel has to be booked through them.

 Please acquaint yourselves with them and what is offered on the portal

 https://portal.ianallantravel.com/uos/

 There are many helpful articles and apps available for your travel, including TripPay  
 (under hotel information) an app to help if there are any bill back issues when checking in.

•  When visiting the university, if you require access to work space and / or a computer, please plan in   
advance and check with Debbie whether the EngD room 33AB03 is available. EngDs have priority for 
bookings in the room however we are also asked to release it for other meetings if it is not being used.

 You will need to be proactive in calling or emailing to check availability. The more you book it the more  
 it will be available for you.
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